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Deli Gallery is pleased to present Scion, an exhibition of new work by Johan Rosenmunthe and Flemming
Ove Bech. Comprised of a series of collaborative sculptures and photographs, the exhibition will be on
view from September 22nd through October 8th, 2017.
Cultural signs and icons continuously shift and warp as a product of replication and digital circulation. This
sampling results in mutations or distortions whose output may be an elevation, a degradation or a
perversion of the original. But in this process, bits of information are carried over and preserved away
from their original context. The works presented in this show are open and inexact experiments in
sampling that share properties with the chemical lab. Just as scientists might remove a piece of DNA to a
controlled setting in order to create replicas, the artists have created new works based on fragments of
outdated and ancient forms, suggesting new or future cultural icons.
Rosenmunthe’s polyurethane plastic sculptures take their original forms from silhouetted architectural
structures. By rendering the form flat and extruding it anew through plastic, Rosenmunthe presents a
warped interpretation of the original, set against a rubber car mat. A tension arises in the mirroring that
results between the two forms – one hand-stretched and unique, the other manufactured and
mass-produced.
Ove Bech’s series of double exposure photographs combine modernist architecture and houndstooth
fabric. Subsequent darkroom alterations position the seemingly similar images against one another,
highlighting their differences. Ove Bech’s composite work More Precision combines two large-scale
photograms made with a Wacom tablet, stylus, and construction materials.
For Scion, the artists’ first collaborative exhibition, Ove Bech and Rosenmunthe created a site-specific
installation with fabric, inkjet pigment, and metal TV wall mounts. Seeking to bridge the material and
technological forces in their opposing practices, the sculpture juts out from the wall and into the space.
Like the exhibition’s title, the sculpture is a cultural offshoot which has been removed from its original
environment and replanted in the gallery.
Johan Rosenmunthe (DK) lives and works in Copenhagen. He has recently exhibited at Tranen
(Gentofte), MELK (Oslo), Museum of Contemporary Art Santa Barbara and performed at Tate Modern
(London) and C/O Berlin. Education: Fatamorgana and a BA in Human Science from Roskilde University.
Rosenmunthe is the co-founder of curatorial collective and publishing house ’Lodret Vandret’, exhibition
space ’New Shelter Plan’ and art book festival ’One Thousand Books’.
Flemming Ove Bech (DK) lives and works in Berlin. He is the co-founder of Copenhagen-based imprint
Lodret Vandret and the experimental art book festival One Thousand Books. Flemming Ove Bech holds a
certificate from The School at the International Center of Photography in New York (2009) and an MFA in
Photography from Valand Academy (2015). He recently published the artists’ books Manoeuvres (Heavy
Books, 2017), An all black cat stands out beautifully in a field of colors (Colorama Press, 2017) and AA
BB CC (collaboration with Tea Palmelund, Colorama Press, 2017).
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